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Ecology has traditionally dealt with density and distribution of

organisms but only recently has it been applied to individuals in face-to-

fetes groups. Edward Emil uses the tern 2....e...miciron't to describe how man

structures microspace, the distance between people in their daily transac-

tions and the organization of space in houses, buildings, and towns (Rail,

1963). Prommnics covers the entire field of human spatial usage, although

the writer prefers the more specific term farmasiz to describe spatial

relations in organized groups. Space usage is the classroom falls into

this category but the amount of empirical research on this topic is smal.

Nest classrooms are still designed with long straight rows facing as

instructor's desk even though there is no shortage of advocates of somi-

circular or horseshoe shaped arraugaments. A prerequisite to the drive/op-

ment of a sound theory of classroom environment is knowledge of clAssroom

ecology under present circumstances. Biologists speak of studying organisms

in their natural habitat; human ecologists attempt to study the oraaniza-

tion of people in natural communities. These same questions esout distri-

bution and density can also apply to the classroom situation. The arrange-

ment of students is a function of such factors as roma dearaity, the nature

of the activity, the instructor's method of teaching, the physical dima-

pions and shape of the room, etc.

The interior layout of classroom apace is all too often taken for

granted by those who plan educational facilities as well as by those who

use then. Planners lack adequate criteria of classroom efficiency, while

teachers and students adopt an almost fatalistic view towards the physical

plant of the school building. There is a consensus that the physical 'true-
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turn of a school should mirror its educational philosophy but the methods

for achieving isomorphism ars elusive. Laymen generally lack the vocabu-

lary tp describe the way the physical environment affects thee. Psycholo-

gists tend to consider the physical environment as a background factor in

contrast to the foreground or figure. Architects and designers are trained

to appreciate space aesthetically, to imagine planes flowing throughout a

structure. Bruno Zevi has described architecture as "greatliollowed sculp-

ture which wan enters and apprehends by moving about within it."

The first goal of the present study is to examine how different cla\s-

room environments would affect student participation and the second goal in

to map out the ecology of participation in different types of classrooms.

These two questions, at least in the short rano. can be treated independently.

The biologist can ask which type of environment (biome) results in optimal

growth and reproduction of a species or be sight ask how a species adapts

itself over the short run to a particular biome. School administrators are

not only concerned with facilities which are ultimately the best for learn-

ing but also with the utilization of existing facilities. in this study vs

intend to assign equivalent groups of students to different sorts of Glass-

man space, switch some of them into different rodms battery through the

semester, and observe the results.
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Procedure

The research took place in the spring of 1965 but the initial planning

was done almost a year earlier. This was necessary in order to locate and

reserve contrasting classrooms, arrange the class schedule so that the dis-

cussion sections could change rooms with minimal disturbaum, and train the
observers so that observations could begin the first day of classes. The

major focus of the study is on a single class in introductory psychology

with an enrollment of 144 students (hereafter called the experimental class).

Introductory psychology at this untrusity in a course taken by most liberal

arts students, and is generally taught in large classes of 75-250 students.

The experimental this attended lectures on Mondays and Wednesdays from the

Professor and then on Thursdays was divided up into six small discussion

sections conducted by teaching assistants. At the outset, a ceiling of

150 students was put on class enrollment and 25 on each of the discussion

mctinta. It was Wpossrole to achieve these numbers exactly without being

unduly authoritarian and interfering with ordinary procedures. Throughout

the study, we tried to maintain natural conditions. The only difference be-

tween the experimental and other introductory' psychology classes is that

the rooms for the discussion sections in the experimental class had been

picked according to a prearranged plan and then the student switched

roams at ait-smeester. Otherwise the procedure was identical to that gener-

ally followed and from a student's standpoint, nothing was out of the ordinary.

Men class enrollment has stabilised, the students were assigned to

dismission sections. During tho' first two week4 some adjustments were wade

in section assignments when the number of students was too large for a

particular room. Because of the confusion involved in section changes,



observations made during the first week were disregarded. Of the 144 stu-

dents assigned to sections, 142 finished the semesters The two.studeots

who dropped out did so early in the first six weeks. It can be concluded

that attrition in the sample due to dropout was negligibla. Though it had

bee* planned originally to have 25 students in each section, it was not poss-

ible to do this without arbitrarily switching students famous section to

another and interfering with students' programs. The final enrollment

figures in the six sections were 19, 23, 24, 24, 25, and 26. The discus-

sion sections were led by two teaching assistants PTAs) who met three sec-

tions each at 12 SAL, 1 pas. and 3 p.a. en Thursday afternoons: The TAs

were aware that a study of "discussion groups" was being undertaken but

were told nothing of the exact nature of the study. The professor knew

the entire experimental plan and gave it his enthusiastic support. There

were also three observers who attended the discussion sections end record-

ed student participation on prepared seating charts. The observers typ-.

ically sat in the rear of the room and remained inconspicuous.

At the outset of the study we debated whether to tell the teaching

assistants and the students the nature of the study. It would have been

possible to let everyone know that an auditor was present in the classroom

'shoves recording the discussion. However we felt this might dampen or

alter class participation to an .appreciable extent. It was decided to

let the observers sit in the sections as auditors and say nothing to any-

one. In, order to. legitimise this role, the TAs were informed by the pro-

fessor that it was perfectly scoeptable for students to audit the discussion

sections, %an they were Wed the teaching assistants were told "a study
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of discussion groups is taking place," which was described as an effort

to learn about the "group dynamics" of discussion sections. By the end

of the semester both TAs guessed that the study had something to do with

classroom &sign (mainly because of the writer's association with the

project and his known interest in this field). It was the opinion of

all concerned that the students were unaware that a research project was

taking place. This is understandable since the "experimental class"

followed exactly the model of a typical introductory class except that,

in die middle of the semester, the students clanged rooms. At that time

they were told that there were some complaints about the rooms in some

of the sections and it seemed fair to switch in the middle of the sem-

ester. We will discuss the actual switch later as well as the student

comments. We ware all surprised (and even saddened) at how passively

the students accepted the classroom change. Students who are accustomed

to seven different color ISM cards as well as arbitrary changes in faculty

advisors, class hours, and course offerings are unlikely to react strongly

to so small a thing as a switch in classroom after the Easter vacation.

It may be helpful to summarise the amount of knowledge about the

study the various parties possessed. The professor who gave the lectures

was aware of the plan from the start; the TAs knew that "a research pro-

ject" was going In that involved the discussion sections but did not know

its specific purposes or methods and, by their own accounts, confined their

activities to their roles as discussion leaders; the three observers were

told what to record in .each discussion section but were never informed of

the nature of the project or the goals. From the seating diagrams they
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kept and from their knowledge of the writer's interest, all assumed that

the project had something to do with classroom environment but they were

told nothing specific. The students in the discussion sections were un-

aware throughout that a research project was taking place. The observers

were instructed to make a distinction between voluntary and ir1untary

statements. In the second category are answers to questions directed to

specific individuals by the TA. These were not very frequent but it still

seemed important to keep then separate from voluntary statements. There

was some probtms in speagying the houndariss'of &mingle statement, which

could be anything from a brief question to a lengthy polemic. The follow-

ing rule was used by the observers: every voluntary statement by a stu-

dent will be scored as one contribution, no matter bow long. If another

student in the discussion, the first student will receive en addi-

tional score for his next contribution. Simms the observers did not know

the students byname and the class roll was not called, the students were

not identified individually. Thy diagrams show only the amount of parti-

cipation as a function of seating. However the observers recorded the

participation of the student who participated the most during the first

session and followed this student through subsequent periods.

The discussion sections wet approximately 14 times. Since enrll-

ments had not stabilised before the first class period, this session is

excluded from the analysis. A few sessions were also omitted because the

TA or an observer was absent or, in two instances, the class met outside.

This provided approximately six sessions before the switch in classrooms

and six sessions afterwards. First we will examine certain aspects of
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student behavior (class participation, tbsenteeien, etc.) in each of the

classrooms. In a later section we will tArs our attention to intra-roe*

ecology and examine in detail the locus of participation within each

room. We will attempt to answer such questions as whether students in

the front row contribute more than those in back, those directly in front

of the irstructor contribute more than those at the side, etc. In a final

section we shall examine several questionaira and survey studies of class-

room envireame.
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Results

The data can be divided into agonistic behaviors (avoidance and es-
,

cape reactions) and enviroomentally produced effects. When avoidance is

successful, we cannot study the effects of the avoided environment. This

problem was of more than academic interest in the study when one instructor

moved ber class out of the laboratory with the intention of meeting on the

lawn for the rest of the semester. Though this tells us something about

her evaluation of the room (and also of the students who clamored to meet

outside), it diminishes the value of a study intended to assess the effects

of room environment.

Seminar Rooms versus Laboratory

1. Avoidance Reactions.

All sections assigned to the seminar rooms met there. Recaps behaviors

were evident in the laboratory on the first doirof classes when the TA

handed a note to the departmental secretary requesting a change in room.

When no action by the departmental secretary was forthcoming (upon the

advice of the writer), the TA on his own volition moved his class to an

empty room across the ball (also a laboratory but a more quiet one) where

the class met for two occasions. The second TA showed her distaste for

the laboratory through comments to the students and, on the fourth ses-

sion, moved her class outside with the avowed intention of meeting on

the lawn from then on. Pressure from the professor induced her to meet

Indoors.

In the seminar rooms an average of 4.4 students was absent each ses-

sion compared to an average of 4.9 in the laboratory. This difference was

not significant by analysis of variance CLA=.46, df=1, 42). There was a

1
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significant increase in absenteeism during the second six: weeks, from an

average of 2.67 the first aim:weeks to 6.67 per session the second six weeks.

This decline occurred in all sections and was attributed by the students

to spring fever, a desire to be finished with classes as the year ended.

It is considered a general campus phenomenon.

2. Environmental Effects

The observers rect_mded all student participation on prepared seating

charts. A distinction was made between voluntary statements made by the

students and involuntary answers to direct questions by the teaching assis-

tants to specific individuals. Except where stated otherwise, participation

means yoluntery participation. In the two seminar rooms an average of 9.0

students participate each session compared to 10.5 students in the laboratory.

This difference, which indicated more widespread participation in the labor-

mammy was significantbeyond the .05 level by analysis of variance 0.4.49,

df42, 1). Further. indication of this difference comes from analysis of the

percentage of students participating each session. In the seminar rooms

an average of 51.8% of those present took pert in the discussion each session

compared to 59.4% of those in the laboratory 04.18, dfml, 42, 0;05).

There is also a highly eignificant interaction between roost order which

indicates that the percentage of participation increased in all sections

during the second half of the semester, although increasing proportion-

ally more in the laboratory.

In the aemlnar rooms there was an average of 41.6 voluntary state-

seats each class period, compared to an average of 39.5 statements in the

laboratory. Although this difference is rnt significant by analysis of

variance 0.46, dflisl, 42) it is noteworthy that it is in the reverse

direction from the proceeding trend. A higher proportion of people
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participated in the laboratory than in the seminar, but there was greater

absolute participation in the seminar roma. The implication is that a few

people say scare in the aeminar rooniwhile participation is more widespread

in the straight row laboratory arrangement. These results are summarized

in table 1.

An overall analysis of variance was performed on the examination scores

received by the students during each six week period which showed that the

classes taught by one TA averaged approximately two percentage points high-

er than the classes taught by the other TA. It was also found that the

scores received by classes who wet in the seminar rooms were approximately

1.52 higher than those meeting in the laboratory. Neither of these differ-

ences was statistically significant 04.91 and 2.78 respectively with

;Ilya, 88).
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Table!.

Participation in Seminar *none and Laboratory

Ave. $o.
Students

Partieipating

Sentnar Pawn

% of Students Ore. No.
present Statements each

Participating Class Period

31.8 41.6

Laboratory 10.5 59.4 39.5
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pima versus Windowless Roos

1. Avoidance Reactions

The section assigned to The open room always met there, although

there were frequent complaints from the TA who moved there from the

windowless room, which he considered brighter and more attractive. He

considered the "open room" to be dark and dingy since the windows were

always closed and the blinds drawn. On two occasions he tried to oper-

ate the blinds but failed to open them and gave up after that. In the

windowless ream, escape behaviors were shown on two occasions One

teaching assistant brought his class outside but apparently did not

find it very effective so met indoors after that. In the other section,

the students officially petitioned the TA to meet outside. Requests to

meet outdoors were written on the blackboard by the students and the

question was raised in class several times. Pressure from the Professor

kept the TA meeting her classes in the assigned room.

In the open room an average of 3.8 students was absent each seesion

compare" to an average of 6.17 in the windowless (p mg n.s.). There was

a fifthly significant increase in absenteeism during the second six

weeks in bob sections from an average of approximately four per se101

to eight per cession during the second half semester.

2. Environmental Effects

In the open room an average of 9.33 students pseticipated in each

session campared to 9.25 students in the windewless row.. During the

second six weeks there as a significant decline in participation in

both sections (Pm 11.99, df us 1, 20, p401). The percentage of pacple

participating was approximately the sane in both rooms and showed no



significant change from one addsamester to the other.

In the open roes there was an average of 28.8 voluntary statements

each class period compared to an average of 24.5 in the windowless room.

This difference was not significant by analysis of variance 01 2.02,

df 1, 20).

There were no trends in the students' ea seination scores that could

be attributable to the change in classrooms. Those students who went

from the open to the windowless woos dropped slightly lass than 1 'for-

mulae point from the overall class mean, while those who went from the

windowless to the open room dropped two percentage points.



Table 2

Participation in Open and Windowless loam

Ave. to. of Students Ave. to.
Students present Statements each

Participating Participating Class Period

Open Rome 9.33

Windowless Roca 9.25

47.5 28.1

30.2 24.5
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Internal ROOM Ecology

Its the preceding section, participation and escape behavior were

related to classroom enviromment. Nom we turn from a comperSson of rooms

to an examination of the internal ecology of each room and its connection

to clansrsc. participation.

A Old Seminar Room. Two seminar rooms were used in the study and

these are called respacttvely, the old and new seminar room. The old room

was 28"x 24' and contained a horseshoe shaped arrangement of tables and

chairs in addition to several chairs along the walls of the room (see Figure

1). 1u this arrangement we are interested in comparing the participation

of students at the side tables with those directly opposite the instructor

and those away from the table. Two discussion sections met in this room,

one during the first six weeks and the other during tha second six weeks.

Table 3 shoes that the average number of voluntary contributions per ses-

sion was 1.63 per person at the side tables, 2.42 at the table directly op-

posits the TA, and 0.64 away from the table. An analysis of variance yield-

ed a significant F ratio for the three groups (F us 4.04, df = 139, 2) and

subseluent t tests showed that the significant difference was between the

students sitting directly opposite the instructor and those away from the

table (t 2.82, df= 77, p.01). Attendance was lower during the second six

meeks and a total of only four students occupied chairs away from the table.

This small number precluded an overall analysis of participation at all three

locations. Instead a t test was used to compare participation tome students

at the side tables with those directly opposite the instructor. Due to

the large variability in individual participation, the resulting t

ratio was significant at only the .20 level. The skewness of the data
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Table 3.

lace -to -Face and Side Table
Participation in Seminar Rooms

Ave. No. Voluntary Statements from:
Side Table directly
Tables Opposite Instructor

Old Seminar Room 1.63 2.421st 6 weeks

Old Seminar Room 3.19 4.622nd 6 'weeks

MN Seminar Roan 2.89 3.691st 6 weeks

lbw Seminar Roos 0.88 1.972nd 6 weeks

Total :. All reams 2.08 3.15
(N 226) (It 141)
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is apparent when it is realized that the median and modal perticipatim

per session was one statement per student while the range was from 0 to 40.

For this reason the participation data were also dichotomized into a simple

participation-nonparticipation classification. An average of 577 of those

students at the side tables took part in the discussion, compared with

60% of those sitting directly opposite the TA, and 261 of those away from

the table (12 14.85, p(.001).

B. New Seminar Room. In this room the tables were arranged to form

a hollow square (see Figure 2). Students sat on all four sides of the

table as well as along the walls sad, on two occasions, inside the hollow

square. Few students chose to sit alongside the instructor even when all

other chairs were occupied. In the section meeting during the first six

weeks, students who sat directly opposite the instructor contributed the

most, those at the side tables coming nano and those away from the table

said the. least. The great variability in individual participation pro-

duced an F ratio of only 1.25 (p .25). The data from the section

meeting the second six weeks showed a significant difference between

locations in participation crag df a. 2, 105, p(.01). Subsequent

t tests showed that those people sitting opposite the instructor contri-

buted sere than people sitting at the side tables, and also those students

sitting away from the table contributed sore than those at the side tables.

The latter is a reversal of the trend in the old seminar room. A separate

analysis was weds using the dichotomous classification of participtition-

nowparticipation. An average of 24% of students alongside the instructor

participated, compared to 37% of those at the side tables, 58% of those

facing the instructor, 53% of those away from the *sables, and 451, of
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those inside the table CZ2 » 11.54, df m 4, p<05).

From the standpoint of small group theory, it is interesting to com-

pare those students directly opposite the instructor with those at the

side tables. The emotional and expressive value of direct visual contact

has been the basis of much theorizing by anthropologists and sociologists

(Birdwhistell, 1952 and Coffman, 1963). in his study of discussion groups

Steinzor (1950) found that when one person stopped speaking, it was the

person dire ltly oppoiite him who usually spoke next. Before the present

study began, it was explicitly predicted that students directly in front

of the instructor would participate more than those "in the wings."

This was found to be the case in all four sections meeting in seminar

rooms (see Table 3). The pooled data show an average of 3.15 voluntary

statements from students sitting directly opposite the instructor com-

pared to an average of 2.08 statements per session from students sitting

at the side tables (t 2.29, df o 365, p(.05). Pooling the probabilities

from the four groups meeting in this roost according to the method pro-

posed by )4bsteller and Brush (1954) results in a higher probability

(so 2.59, pG01). Using the dichotomized participation-nonparticipa-

tion scores, an average of 47% of the students at the side tables parti-

cipated compared to an average of 59% of those directly opposite the

instructor 0210 4.97, df - 1, p405).

C. Laboratory. This room was selected as an extreme example of a

straight row arrangement (see figure 3). This room first came to the

writer's attention when he passed by one afternoon and observed the

instructor dissectift a rabbit at the front table. The students in the

front row leaned forward on their stools to see their instructor. The
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students in the second and third rows were standing on 1sta the sec-

ond roe of tables peering down. Since the tables could not be moved,

this seemed an excellent example of a straight row arrangement. We

still had to reckca with the ingenuity of our TAs, SO4 of whoa typi-

cally sat at thi front of the instructor's desk rather than behind it

and the other who encouraged her students to bring their stools up to

the fr&v4t bench in a vain atteept to approximate a semi-circular ar-

ranWAM. The high tables resisted her efforts end a straight row

arrangement prevailed in all discussion sections meeting in this roes.

newton acologicel standpoInt the *sin ices of interest is the connec-

tion between vow and participation. On the basis of the expressive con-

tact hypothesis, that visual contact increases interaction, it was pre-

dicted that students in the first row would participate more than stu-

dents in the second rear, etc. This was confirmed by an analysis of var-

iance on the participation scores. Subsequent t teats indicated that

participation in Rai I (3.20 statements per session) was significantly

greeter than participation in Rows II and III (1.23 and 1.86 statements

ImPectively). It was also found that the students seated at the sides

of the room participated more than these in the second row (p<OS).

A nouparametric analysis showed that an average of 71% of students in

the first row participated each session compared to 491% of those in Row

II, 51Z in Row III, 54 in Row IV and 821 of those at the side tables

(X2- 24.53, df imm4, p(.001). The fact that students in the front row

and those at the side tables participated the most is consistEit with

the expressive contact hypothesis, since these students were the only

ones Idushad a clear and relatively unobstructed view of the TA.
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D. Conventional classrooms. The "open ream" was a small classroom

with four rows of shafts geeing the instructor. Table 4 shows that stu-

dents in the front row contributed more than students in the other rows,

but this was not a significant difference. The same holds true in the

windowless room, where the first row again has the highest piaticipation

score but the difference was not statistically significant. However the

data are complicated by the fact that the students who cams late in both

these room tended to sit in the front row. Our observers had noted

that the front raw in both roams was avoided by studaets who came early.

Of the 51 latecomers in the two conventional classrooms, 41 ended ap in

the first row, 5 in the second row, and 5 in the third row. There are

several reasons for this interesting trend. Students Who came early

avoided the first row; the doer was located in the front of the room

(although the door was also in the front of the laboratory where late-

comers overwhelmingly ended up in the back row) ; and probably most isc-

portant, both rooms were small and placed students in the front row very

close to the instructor. The fact the first row in the conventional class-

rooms was filled largely with latecomers can explain the lack of a clear

relationship between prosisdity to the instructor and participation. When

we remove the latecomers from the analysis. the trends noted previously

are accentuated and reach statistical significance. Students in the

first row diVirste 1.99 voluntary statements per session compared with

1.25 statements from students inlay II, and 1.31 statements from stu-

dent. in Row III Cr 3.97, df wo 2, 380, p405). Subsequent t tests revealed

that the average participation score of students in the front row eXceeded

that of students in both the second and third rows. The implication is



Table 4

Participation by Row in Conventional Classrooms

Ave. No. Voluntary Statements from
Raw 1 Row 2 Row 3 Row 4

Open Rees 2.30 1.88 1.45 0.801st 6 weeks

Open Room 1.25 0.76 1.20 1.10Ind 6 weeks

Windowless Roos 1.00 0.78 0.97 sop rola

1st 6 weeks

Windowless Room
tad 6 weeks

2.38 1.57 1.78 ON

Total: Jill Rooms 1.77 1.23 1.32 0.95
(144) (162) (128) (20)
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dear that the trend for the first row to produce greater participation

is weakened by the influx of latecomers into this row.

The two conventional classrooms provide the reverse situation to the

laberatory where, because of the noise and high tables, the choice seats

were in front. Of the 41 latecomers in the laboratory, 4 ended up in

the first row, 1 in the second row, 17 in the third row, 10 in the fourth

row, and 9 on the sides of the room. Removing the latecomers' participa-

tion scores in the laboratory does not materially alter the trends. We

still find 71% of students in the front row participating compared to

approximately 50% of the students in the other three rows. This suggests

that the relationship between location and participation must take ini-

tial choice into account. When the favorable seats are in front, there

44 a compounding of the greater stimulus value of the instructor reach-

UN: the most interested students which results in a strong relationship

betwen the front seats and increased participation. When the favorable

seats are in the middle or rear of the room, the increased expressive

value of the instructor for students in the front =twill tend to cancel

out the feet that the most interested students are found in the other

rows, and thvre grill be no clear relationship between row and participa-

tion.

Assertiveness and Seating Position

Since the observers did not know individual students by name, it

was impossible to record individual contributions. The situation was

made even more difficult by the fact that the class roll was never call-

ed. Any prospect of identifying individual students was absadoned in

the beginning. awes some interesting research with animals has shown
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that the dominant individual has "freedom of space." Davis (1959) and

Shoemaker (1939) have demonstrated that animals change from territorial

behavior to a dmoinsnce hierarchy When space is restricted. Seth ech-

anisms protect the group against constant fighting since they permit

each individual to know his place, either geographically or in the social

hierarchy. laser (1965) in a fascinating study of hospitalised mental

patients, has identified behaviors be ,furls are comparable to dominance

relationships in the animal kingdom. The alpha patient on the ward has

"freedom of space" and can go where be wants. The other patients are

Inanely to usurp his place or crowd him out. On the basis of this work,

it seemed worthiddle to manias the behaviors of the most assertive indi-

viduol in the class. **en though his name was not known at the outset,

he could be followed throughout the semester and perhaps identified later.

On the first day of class, each observer selected the one student in

each section who participated the most. This student was identified by

an arrow on the seating charts. As can be imagined, selecting students

on the basis of the first session's participation did not always yield

the individual 'Mews most assertive later on. in two discussion sec-

tions no single student steed out and this procedure was omitted. This

left four discussion sections in isbizdi the behavior of the student who

was most assertive the first period was "trackathroughout the semester.

1. Phillip. On the first day in the old seminar room Phillip sat

directly opposite the TA and participated 15 times. During the out

four sessions, he sat either in that chair or in chairs immediately

adjacent to it, never varying more than one chair from "his place" and

his voluntary participation during these sessions was 8, 8, 15- and 11
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statements respectively. Phillip was absent on March 18. When be returned

to class on March 25 be apparently had "lost his place" and be sat at the

far table on one side of the roses. His contribution at this time was 4

voluntary statements about half his usual rats. Next period the class met

in the laboratory where Phillip occupied a seat in the front row the first

day, the seat next to it the second day, and a seat 2 seats over the follow-

ing day. On all three sessions his contribution was 6 voluntary statements.

He stopped attending the discualion sections after that.

2. Edward. Daring the first session, be sat at the center of a side

seminar table and his participation was 13 voluntary and 6 involuntary

statements. During the 6 subsequent sessions in this room he sat in this

particular chair or 1 chair over and his participation was 2, 12, 17 (plus.

1 involuntary), 7) 13, and 3 voluntary statements respectively, The class

moved into the laboratory next session at which time Edward sat alongside

the well and made 5 voluntary and 1 involuntary statements. He talked to

his neighbor repeatedly and was finally asked to leave by the instructor

if he couldn't stop talking. His behavior during the session troubled

the TA who aentioned it eftertlards. Apparently the incident affected

Edward also because on subsequent sessions he moved back to the second

row and sat in a center chair one period, two Choirs over the next, four

chairs over on the other side the next two times, his contribution dropping

to 2, 10 0, and 1 voluntary statements respectively.

3. Bandy. On the first day of classes) it was apparent that this

student who came in late was previously acquainted with the .TA since the

student was called on by name several times. The class met in the labor-

story which bad the noisy refrigerator in the rear. During the first
%J.
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session Sandy sat in the last row and node six voluntary and 4 involun

tary statements. On the following periods be also sat in the back row

two goats away from his previous seat, contributing 7 voluntary (and 4

involuntary) otatementa and 10 voluntary (and 3 involuntary) statements

convectively. In the neat varied he sat in the third row, leaking three

voluntary stamina/. The next class he sat in the first row and made

6 voluntary and an* imvoluntary statement. In the =Kt class win* the

TA moved the class into the laboratory across the corridor to avoid the

noisy roftigerater in the rear of the old roam, this student was late

and eat in the bank cow adjacent to where he would have sat before in

the old zone sad he contributad 10 voluntary statements. The class mov-

ad into the saninax room; Sandy began by owing late) and ended up sit-
ting in a chair inside the hollow square and mad* four voluntary states
manta. On the nett class the Tit was busy grading laminations and ar-
rived late. Sandy started the class4 occupying the TA's customary chair,

and continuied ring ton questions after that TA arrived. Toward the

end of the hour when the TA assumed his customary role, Sandy made two

voluntary statements. At the next session Sandy was on tine. He sat

at the tablas directly across from the TA and made 5 voluntary state-

ments. lb was late again next seasick and sat at the right cormr of
the table facing the TA and made 6 voluntary statements. Vor the next

two sessions he was on tine and sat at the table directly across from
the US one and two seats respectively from where he had sat earlier.

On each Of these two sessions he aids 4 voluntary and 1 involuntary

statement. On the final day of classes Sandy was late again. Due to

the influx of students wanting to learn about the final exam, all chairs
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were occupied. Sandy sat on the floor at the right corner of the table

where he previously eat on another occasion when-be bad coma late. This

time he made 6 voluntary statements. Sandy's behavior is compounded by

a number of factors which include his prior acquaintance with the TA,

his frequent lateness (5 outof 13 sessions)) the noisy refrigerator in

the laboratory, and the crowded conditions in the new seminar rooms when

all students attended. If one takes these factors into account, there

is still considerable stability in his choice of seats. In the labora

tory he sat in the fourth row 4 out of 6 times. On all three days when

Sandy came to the new seminar room on time (except for the session when

be was acting teaching assistant) he occupied one of three adjacent chairs

at the table facing the TA. On two occasions when he was late be sat in

the right corner of the room facing the TA and the other time he was late

be occupied an empty chair inside the tables. Taking into account these

complicating factors, Sandy's preferred position was in the back roe of

the laboratory and directly opposite the teaching assistant in the seminar

TOGS.

4. Cluny. At the first session, she sat in the second row towards

the center of the roam and made four voluntary and 6 involuntary Statleent3.

She occupied the same chair during the next session and contributed 11

voluntary and one involuntary statement. The nest period Cluny sat in

the third row and left early; she made no voluntary statements during

that time. During the nest two sessions she returned to her original

chair and made 10 voluntary (plus 1 involuntary) and 8 voluntary state-

ments respectively. Following this session, the student stopped coming

to class.
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Other Evaluation Procedures

Architecture most frequently affects people from beyond the focus

of awareness. This has mad* it necessary to devise special techniques

for assessing people's reactions to their surroundings. There have been

several attempts (Berger and (ood, 1963; Sommer, 1965) to use Osgood's

Semantic Differential for psycho-architectural studies. This techniaue

was developed at the University of Illinois to explore connotative mean-

ings, the subjective personal definitions that people apply to concepts.

A building is a certain height, color, and style but it also appearu to

people as warm or cold, ugly or beautiful, useful or useless, etc. Using

ulhe complex tools of factor analysis, Osgood (1957) reduced the main cow,

notations to three major dimensions-'value (as expressed in thoe good-bad

scale), potency (as expressed in the strong-weak scale) and activity (as

expressed in the activepessive scale) .

The emOhasis in the present study was on the objective recording of

behavior, but it also seemed worthehile to learn the studolts. personal

definitions of 04db classroom. The semantic differential was administered

in each section during the eleventh week of the study. The students rated

two classroom buildings and the library reference roes first (which were

included to camouflage the purpose of the instrument) and then rated

"This Classroom" on nine separate scales. There were many surprises iu

the ration. All five rooms came out on the ugly side of the ugly-beauti-
ful continuum. IA fact the extreme beautiful end of continuances

never used by any student. Some later discussion with students revealed

that no classroom on campus as considered really beautiful. Maybe this

should not have been a surprise since the classrooms lack pictures, rugs,
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plants, flowers, and most of the other amenities that make a roam appear

friendly and attractive. We do rot imply that classrooms should ressible

homes but only that bars walls and shiny tile floors have an institutional

look that repels most people. The laboratory was high on value notably

due to its association with science; it was also the largest sad strong-

est of the rooms. The next highest room on size and strength, as well as

the highest on activity, was the starkly modern windowless roam. The

"open room" which was chosen in consultation with the design departs ant

but whose windows were always shut and blinds drawn was.rated the ugliest

of the rooms as well as lowest on the activity dimension. The new seminar

roam received the im4st favorable ratings on the ugly-beautiful scale. al-

though it was still slightly in the ugly direction. The old seminar room

was lowest on the potency dimension and low on activity. These ratings

virtually rule out the idea that mergers dealing with a simple ugly. aciau-

tiful.cont.inuum with these five 'masa

Another reason for tho paucity o1 behavioral studiep ta architecture

the belief that people are aztremely adaptable }td almost any design

soiution will suffice from the standpoint of the 4ccupants' behavior.

This ettitudevas illustrated by the statement 42 a university architect

with wigs the study was discussed. The man staled quite frankly "It doeentt

matter whet kind of classrooms you give thank, there'll be a few complaints

in the beet:nips but after siz months they' l".. die down." There was a

great furor among students and faculty when the building containing the

windowless classmoms was first opened. These paridcular rooms, one of

which was included in the study? were the subject of many acid comments

in the student newspaper.2 However not a single remark on the student

evaluation sheets (to be described shortly). mentioned the windowless room,
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its eta* deeer, or green wall, This dose not moan that the students

neceisarily liked these aspects of the roes. When the students wets ask-

ed to rats this room (and the others) they ended up on the ugly side of

the ugly-beautiful continuum. It does mean that feelings about the en-

vironment are generally of low saliency. On the day the classes switched

into their now teems, our observers recordeA these comments:

(Laboratory, 12 o'clock session) "They must be kidding!" "Is

this the riett ruse? ...Are you sure?" "Oh cams on... is this a

joke?!" Almost every student has a look of astonishment as he

entered--including the Observer! Aside from the remarks, many

students just sort of laughed and exchanged looks, and shrugged

their shoulders. "I guess this is why we switched!" When the

TA entered, shn laughed and said "Oh no, this is ridiculous!"

She than asked everyone to move up into the first couple of

rows, to crowd in together...there were also comments that "So

this is why the rooms were changed!" and "No wonder the other

class didn't like this room"

(Laboratory-1 o'clock session) TA asked group to crowd around

the first table. Much whispering in class, and the class openly

resented the roma change.

(Old seminar room) Atmosphere more relaxed...

(New seminar room) When the TA cams in, someone mentioned April

Fool's. One boy said "it umst be when they gave us this room."

(Windowless roan) When the TA first came in, she said "Well, I

sae we've all aeds it to the dungeon."

Open roam) When the students first entered the room, there were

a few voiced complaints about the rooms-- "I can see why the other

class meted to change. This wen is really dingy." "Yeah the
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roans in this building are pretty. bad." "What an ugly room."

&Imam suggested that since the switch had taken place in aid-

semester it was probably to let each class have half the semester

in the good room (i.e., windowless room) and MIS in this room.

When the TA entered, he suggested that the blinds be opentd.

After they were, the room' brightened up considerably and students

who entered aftethat made no comments about the room, nor did

kmyone make further comments.

The depth of these feelings can be gauged from the fact that four

weeks later when the students filled out evaluations, only two specifically

mentioned classroom environment* The evaluation form, filled out anony-

mously in the last day of classes provided a place where students could

write comments. lore than half the students availed themselves of this

opportunity to comment but only two mentioned the classroom environment.

One wrote "the seminar tables axo more conducive to discussion" while

a student in the laboratory wrote that "A better environment could be

provided. Labs are not particularly conducive to comfort or class parti-

cipation. I would suggest a round table discussion-type thing."

The discussion sections were well "received by students, teaching

assistants, and instructor and from all indications accomplished their

designated purposes. This statement is justified, not only on the basis

of students' evaluations but on the records of student participation.

During each 50-minute class session, the average number of students vol-

untarily participating was 9.6 each period or an average of 54% of those

students present. Uwe look at the total amount of discussion regard-

less of the number of people participating, we find an average of 36

voluntary *tat:smuts and 3 involuntary statements during each 50-minute
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Wan but there ip no doubt the discussion was active and widespread. !Ur-

they support for this assertion comes from a discussion section in another

class that one of our observers attended.

Buries the 11 sessions observed, the average number of students par-

ticipating voluntarily was 2.8 students per snaion or 12% of those prase=

and these students contributed a total of 4.6 voluntary and 0.3 involuntary

statements per 50 minute period. Additional information on the value of

the discussion sections for the students canes from the evaluation forum

filled out anonymously by those students present at the last session of

class. The students were asked to rate the discussion sections along five

dimensions using scales from 1 (axcallent) to 5 (very poor). The average

ratings for all six acetic= were: relevance of material 3.96; general

class participation 3.13; motivation to attend 3.29; motivation to par-

ticipate 3.07; Teaching Assistant 3.93. ihe adjectives from a prepared

list checked most often by the students to describe the discussion sections

were Infotmetivem and "mimed."

A final indication of the valuer placed on the sections by the students

was the simple fact that attendance throughout the semester averaged 80Z

(despite a serious of tbreek of spring fever during the second half of the

semester); This was true even though the roll was not taken and no exams

were given that contributed to the students' final grade.

These indications of the success of the discussion sections (student

evaluations, amount of discussion, and the satisfactory voluntary attendance)

have some implications fuss podagoitcol. standpoint. The tee discussion

leaders had just finished their 86A: requirements the previous semester
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and neither bad prior leaching experiance. Whet they lacked in background

and training they ends up in entbusiass and in west in the task. leach

attended all the lectures given by the professor faithfully and had a
strong emotional committment to succeed in the now t*ole. Since their sub-
ject matter knowledp use limited, they took their roles as Atimass
jag= seriously. lad they known awe, they might have done less well
set developing student participation.



Discussion

We have seen that the first line of defense against a poor environment

is avoidance. Assigning people to the laboratory and the windowless class-

room produced immediate and vociferous flight reactions. n011eirer when the

classes were compelled to meet in this enviroznient, we find that participa-
tion is higher than, for exmeple, in the seminar rocas. It seems likely
that the tension aroused by the unpleasant environvAnt, the inability to
slouch back or be comfortable on the laboratory stools, tended to increase

participation. This suggests a hypothesis that, if confirmed, can explain

some of the seemingly contradictory results of environmental studies, e.g.
research in offices and factories that shows a positive relationship be-

Omen noise level and productivity. It is suggested that a poor environs.

sent increases avoidance by those able to escape but increases activity
level among those present. An implication of the study is that a comfort-

able environment isn't necessarily the one most conducive to active die-

cussion. The stereotype of a heated discussion shows people leaning for-

ward in their chairs, perhaps with their elbows resting on a table. This

image bears more resemblance to the situation in the laboratory with the

students on stools which made it impossible to lean back than to the sit-
uation in the seminar room with soft chairs and people able to relax.

The imlications of this are complex since ve doubt very strongly

that it means an unpleasant room is superior to a pleasant roam for group

discussion. Rather it means that a motivated and imaginative instructor

can use unsuitable facilities for discussion purposes. One TA tried to

approximate a semicircle in the laboratory by bringing all students up to
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too much for her. The other TA tried to reach his students by sitting in

front of the desk rather than behind it. However the goal of classroom

design is not to build for heroes who can triumph in spite of poor archi-

tecture. We have no indication of the price paid by the TA or the students

to maint in the discussion in this room. Just as studies have shown that

productivity can be maintained despite Witd but in the long run the gain

Is offset by higher absenteeism, sickness, and turnover, the deleterious

effects of bad environment may be insidious and subtle The relevance of

this can be seen n the fact that only two students in the entire class

mentioned the room environment in their course evaluations. On the other

hand, we have seen thet providing adequate classroom facilities does not

guarantee that they will be used. This was evident in the so-called open

room which had been reconmended by the design faculty es' light and airy

but In fact proved to be der
Ns.

and dismal since the blinds were drawn most

of the time. Ironically the students who had moved here from "the dun-

geon" believed they had got the worst of the trade.

The sketchy data concerning individuals who were followed throughout

the semester are intrignieg. It is n

consistent in their choice of seats or areas within a room, but the way

surprise to find that students are

that choice of seat can be affected by social factors within the classroom

is terra incognita. In two cases, we have scan how small incidents such

as absence or rebuke by the dominant individue1 (in this case the instruc-

tor) was enough to lower a person's position in the class to the extent

where he "lost his place" and reduced his Rarticipatien in the discussion.

Space and status are intimately connected in human and animal communities.

tiolrids (1964) has shown that the dominant bird of a flock goes where he
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subordinate wanders around the group, the other birds neither look aside

nor look away, and may physically assault him. The role of density or
crowding at bc taken into account in discussing status. Although Sandy

was undoubtedly the alpha student in his section, when he cams late and

all the chairs were occupied, he ended up sitting on the floor. If there
were aim empty chairs in this roan, it is likely that the other students

would have left "Sandy's chair" vacant for him. Host people have had ocso

vision to sit in on meetings or conferences and be told politely but firm-

ly, "This is Sowand-so's chair." Just as the use of hormones or tranquil -

isms can alter an animal's position in the dominance hierarchy, so can

rebuke by the dominant individual (the teacher or instructor) change a

stint's role in the classroom status system

The results have shown clearly that there is a relationship between

classroom seating and participation. One unanswered question is how much of

this is due to selection of seats according to interest in the material, how

watch is due to the effects of the location itself, and how much to an inter-
action of these two factors. Several recut studies of small group ecology

show that initial choice of seats is far from random. Studies of discussion

groups have shown that leaders typically chose the head position at the table
(Sommer, 1961; Strodtbeck & Rook, 1961). It should be noted that these

studies were carried out in North America. Ball suggests that the ecolo-

gy of leadership in other countries is different. The Trench administra-

tor typically site in the midst of his subordinates while the American

tends to be physically removed from them. Strodtbeck and Book who stud-

ied seating patterns during the experimental jury deliberations, found

that jurors at the head of the table participated more than jurors at
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fluence on the outcome of the deliberations. These people were also more

likely to be elected foremen than people sitting in other parts of the
table. llovever it would be unwise to attribute this motet influence
solely to seating position since jurors from professional and manegorial

jobs gravitated to the head positions of the table while jurors of lover
status chose the side positions. This confounding of location and status
suggests that the initial choice of seats in a classroom is not random.
It is an interesting (but apparently untested!) hypothesis that the most
motivated students sit in the front row or directly facing the instruc-
tor in a seadaarytype arrangement. There are several ways of disentang-
Ling initial choice from location as an influence on participation. One

is to require ntudents to sit in alphabetical order or in some random

fashion. Then any difference between first and last rows or between mid-
dle and side seats can be attributed to location rather than initial choice.
Another solution is to let students sit where they wish, but at some point
gauge each student's interest in the class. Students in each row can be
matched according to degree of motivation and their participation com-
pared with motivation equated.

Turther light on classroom ecology would be shed by diagrams showing

how rooms fin up* We have found this data very useful in studies of seat-
ing patterns in study areas. When the room first opens, individual tables

are occupied until room density reaches approximately 1 per table. Then

newcomers mutt sit at tables already occupied, and typically use a "dis-
tant" or cattrcorner arrangement so that they do not face or sit along-
side the present occupant. In the classroom, habit undoubtedly plays

a part in determining a student's choice of seats. On those occasions
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when we have followed individual students for extended periods, they typi-

cally eat in the same general area. Personality factors and existimg friend-

ships influence seating on the first day of classes. Prequantly the room

geography makes certain areas more desirable than others, as was the situa-

tion in the laboratory them bearing and seeing was difficult from the rear

and only the latecomers ended up in these seats. It also seemed the situa-

tion in the small classrooms where the front raw seemed "too close" to the

instructor.

From a practical standpoint it is exceedingly important to teach in-

structors to use classrooms to their maximal effectiveness. Just as a

teacher must learn how to use audio-visual equipment properly, the class-

roam setting provides many features that can enhance or detract from the

daily progree. The writer has assisted colleagues who were having diffi-

culty in maintaining participation by focusing attention on the way they

were using classroom space. It maybe relevant to mention that the writer

first became interested in environmental studies when he worked on a hos-

pital geriatrics ward. It soon became apparent that the internal arrange-

ment of the ward, straight rows of chairs against the walls, prevented the

elderly ladies from conversing. Men we rearranged the chairs around

small tables, mu found that interaction between the ladies more than

doubled. The same considerations apply in the classroom although it may

take some imagination an4 study to learn how to use each facility for any

given purpose. There is no single best arrangement for all classroom

tasks. For individual study, a sociofugal arrangement that minimizes

eye contact may be preferred while in small group discussions a circular

or sociopetal arrangement may be beet. Following Frank Lloyd Wright's
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dictum that
Am42Zte

should determine we can say that task should

determine arrangement rather than the arrangement of students determining

what they do.

Another goal of the study was to explore the possibilities of environ-

mental research using intact school classes. 7or some years the writer had

been intrigued by the research possibilities of large introductory classes

meeting in parallel sessions. In some large universities there can be 40

or SO sections of beginning English meeting each semester. The use of

equivalent classes taught in different environments would permit explora-

tion of many important questions. In fact the writer bad been curious as

to why so little research of this sort took place. The major reason seemed

to be the numerous administrative and technical difficulties in field re-

search of this sort, a fact which became readily apparent in the course of

the study.. There were some very discouraging moments during the present

study, particularly in the beginning when it was necessary to juggle roam

schedules, instructor assignments, observer assignments, and class envy:a-

nent. These administrative arrangements took as much time and trawl as

the design of the study and analysis of the data. This seems a nacassarY

choracteestic of environmental research that uses existing facilities.

Just as no ecological niche in nature will remain moccuried for long, any

room in a school building, hospital, office or dormiNvy will be occupied.

This makes it necessary to reserve experimental traces long before the

study is to take place and to involve the people who own or assign space

in the study. It would have been ouch simpler to conduct the entire study

in facilities under the jurisdiction of the Psychology Department. There

was one particular classroom under our jurisdiction and the chair arrange-

ment could have been altered from mu nlosion to another. However, we



would have lost the great contrast in rooms that was obtained by going out

in the field and selecting those already in use that varied in specificims.

The lonr.range solution to this prdblam is to develop frankly, experimental

building facilities. Schools are presently being built with movable parti-

tions which enable rapid and inexpensive change from a "closed" to a "open"

plan. The reasoning behind these buildings is the liklihood of change in

educational philosophy, but they also present marvelous opportunities for

environmental research.
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Summary and Conclusions

Six discussion sections of a large introductory psychology clam were

assigned to different classroom spaces which they occupied for six weeks

before switching to different rooms. Two rooms contained seminar-style

arrangements while one was a laboratory with fixed tables and stools; one

room was windowless and the other had an entire wall composed of windows.

At midsemester students from the seminar rooms moved into the laboratory

a *d those from the laboratory into the seminar rooms, while those from

the open room went into the windowless room and vice-versa. All discus-

sion in the rooms vie recorded by an observer.

Avoidance reactions were evident in the laboratory and in the window-

lees room, The instructors tried to change classrooms through official

channels and when this failed, attempted to meet their classes outside.

Student participation was more widespread in the laboratory than in the

seminar room. An average of 5141i of the students in the seminar rooms

tock part in the discussion compared to 59.4% of those in the laboratory,

a difference which was statistically significant. However there was a

greater amount of total discussion (although fewer individuals participated)

in the seminar room. One interpretation of these results is that students

in the laboratory were unable to lean back and relax (it was physically

impossible on the aboratory stools) as they could in the seminar room.

There were no major differences between the open room and the windowless

room, except that escape reactions were evident in the latter. The parti-

cipation of the student who was most atsertive during the first day of
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clams was followed throughout the semester. His seating was found to be

stable, although certain factors ouch as previous absence or rebuke by the

instructor could make him "lose his place."

Participation was related to subwareas in each room. Testing the ex..

preestve contact hypothesis, it was found that in the seminar rooms, students

who eat directly opposite the instructor participated more than students at

the sides. In conventional classrooms with straight rows of chaira, students

in front participated more than those in the other rows. However initial

choice plays some part in this trend. When the moot desirable seats are

in front and presumably occupied by the beat motivated students, the trend

will emerge clearly. When the most desirable seats are in the middle or

the rear of the room and latecomers or students with low motivation occupy

the front rows, expressivn contact and motivation will be pitted against

one another and there will be only a slight connection between row and

participation. Several methods of disentangling initial choice from seating

position, including alphabetical or arbitrary random seating, were discussed.

Roting scale procedures were used to learn the reactions of the students

to the row and the discussion sections. Unless the students were speci-

fically asked about the rooms, they didn't mention them. Of the 106 ste-

dents who filial in class evaluation farms on the last day, only two volun-

tarily mentioned- classroom environment. However during the course of the

semester, particularly on the day of the classroom switch, the observers

recorded many comments about the classrooms. The notion that the l*sical

environment is generally a background variable was supported.

In conclusion, the study shows that people will endeavor to escape

a poor environment if they can. If they are forced to remain, the =eats
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can be paradoxical. In the present instance there was more widespread par,.

ticipation iu the laboratory with its straight row arrangement than in the

seminar room It was hypothesized that this was caused by the student's

inability to remove himself psychologically by leaning back in his chair or

relaxing in the laboratory as he could in the seminar room. Seating position

within the classroom also makes a difference iii participation. However the

extent to which this is tied up with initial choice of seats or the locations

themselires is a matter for further research. The possibilities for further

psycho.warchitectural research in the classroom were discussed.
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footnotes

1. One additional student who finished the odurea vac never officially

enrolled in a discussion section and no record of his atten(Ance is avail-

able. This brought the actual total of students in the six discussion eel-

tions to 141.

2. On the humor page of the 4aliforvia Aggie (Nov. 5, 1963) the following

reply 9,11, given to the question "What do you think of the CRS (Class Room

Building)? ". "Do you mean 'Claustrophobia Ready you know, instant

heart attack? Thom green and purple and orange walls would not be so bad,

but they are all in cue room I step into the door and I immediately feel

I've entered a crowded elevator."
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